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related materials are trademarks of
Microsoft Corp.Q: Is WordPress
really that bad? I currently have a

website in PHP and Joomla 2.5 on a
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shared server. We have an SSL cert
and a lot of traffic. I've been looking

at WordPress for a while and am
starting to like the idea of its

flexibility. My first question is: Is
there a HUGE performance

difference between WordPress and
Joomla? My second question is: Are

there any security/quality issues I
should be aware of? Any security
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practices I should be aware of to
make sure I can be a better website
owner than just a web developer? I
figure it's best to ask my questions
and get the replies. I don't want to

make a dumb decision right now. A:
Anything that relies on PHP is

basically going to be slower than
most, just because of how the

language is written. For example, a
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Joomla site is probably going to use
much less memory and CPU than a

Wordpress site. The PHP interpreter
will also need to be compiled and

debugged against the Joomla version
of PHP. So it will be slower, but not

necessarily by a lot. If you are
worried about performance, your best

bet is to develop a site in the
languages of your choice and then
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add a hybrid version of your site in
PHP if needed. It's easier to write in
both languages and it will perform

better than just one. 290 F.Supp. 246
(1968) Jack K. TAYLOR, Plaintiff,

v. W. E. COLLINS et al.,
Defendants. Civ. A. No. 68-C-105-E.

United States District Court N. D.
Alabama, E. D. November 19, 1968.

*247 Walter B. Ray, of Ray, Oliver &
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Shelnutt, Birmingham, Ala., for
plaintiff. Sidney H. Schell, of

Bradley, Arant, Rose & White,
Birmingham, Ala., for defendant
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